Exhibition of innovation.  
Hundreds of exhibitors choose the AES to showcase the latest in cutting-edge pro audio technology. For decades, the AES has been the forum where new products such as CD, SACD, digital consoles, multi-channel and many more products were first introduced to the audio community.

Gather and share knowledge.  
Technological innovation is the result of research and study. AES provides the most extensive conference program in Europe. Thousands of attendees have already participated in the Paper sessions, Exhibitor seminars, Workshops and Tutorials.

Audio gear at work.  
During each AES Convention a series of visits is organised to audio equipment manufacturers, recording and broadcast studios, institutes and many more places of significance for the audio professional.

A new place. New people and new companies.  
AES believes in bringing the show to the people and allowing audio professionals world wide to meet. The 2005 AES in Barcelona will bring exhibitors and visitors to a new city.

Click here to reserve your hotel room!

SEE YOU IN BARCELONA
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